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 The appearance of Alfred Rahlfs’ Psalmi cum Odis in 1931, as an outgrowth 
of and corrective to his earlier work on the Psalms,1 represented a giant step 
forward in the study of one of the most complex books of the Septuagint. Rahlfs 
himself, however, was keenly aware that his edition could scarcely lay claim to 
perfection.2 P. L. Hedley’s extensive review of the volume appeared two years 
later3 and warmly praises Rahlfs’ achievement. Indeed Rahlfs’ critical text is held 
up as an example of what can be accomplished if one disregards Brooke-
McLean’s pessimistic assessment of 1917 that “in the present state of LXX 
studies an edition of the LXX in the strict sense of the word is not yet possible.”4 
Yet, Hedley’s review is not devoid of criticism. His critique focuses on what, in 
his judgement, are two defects. First, in Hedley’s view, Rahlfs was too 
conservative in his attempt to restore the pristine text of the Psalter. That is to 
say, Rahlfs was not sufficiently rigorous in excising intrusive elements nor bold 
enough in selecting poorly attested readings or in opting for emendations. 
Secondly, Hedley argues, Rahlfs’ stated criteria for selecting his critical text are 
stacked against a proper use of the so-called Lucianic or Byzantine text. 

As may be recalled, Rahlfs sets out a set of principles or guidelines: 1) when 
the three ancient groups, U(pper) E(gyptian), L(ower) E(gyptian) and WE(stern), 
agree, their reading is counted as O(ld) G(reek); 2) when these groups disagree 
among themselves, the reading which equals MT is selected; 3) if the older text-
groups (UE, LE, WE) disagree with MT while the younger ones, O(rigen) and 
L(ucian), agree with it, Rahlfs counts the reading of the former OG and discounts 
the reading of the latter as a Hebraizing correction; 4) in doubtful cases Rahlfs 
follows B+S, but not B alone.5 In the main, Hedley’s criticisms are correct. Yet, 
time and again Rahlfs demonstrates that a good text-critic will not let himself be 
hampered by his own rules, and, consequently, he not infrequently reaches 
conclusions contrary to his guidelines. 

The particular aspect of the Greek Psalter to which we want to draw special 
attention is the distorting effect of tradition, and, correspondingly, the  

                                                
1Septuaginta-Studien 22, Göttingen 1965.  
2Psalmi cum Odis, 5.  
3 HTR 26 (1933), 57–71.  
4 Ibid., 66. 
5Rahlfs, Psalmi, 71–72. 
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various means the text-critic can and must use to get behind these distortions. To 
be sure, tradition plays a distorting role on any piece of literature handed down 
from antiquity, but among the books of the LXX this is true to an extraordinary 
degree for the Psalms. That this should be so might be expected on a priori 
grounds. For most of its life, the Greek Psalter functioned as the Church’s 
liturgical text par excellence and so, from ancient times onward, it was copied far 
more frequently and misconstrued by a larger number of scribes than is true for 
any other book of the LXX. That texts change in transmission is not a point of 
contention and that they change more the more they are transmitted is equally 
true. Accordingly, we might anticipate thick layers of traditional material in the 
Greek Psalms. Vis-à-vis the rest of the LXX, we may note that the Psalter is 
extant in well over a thousand Greek manuscripts, and the sands of Egypt keep 
sprouting more. This total may be compared with the next most popular book in 
the LXX, Genesis, for which we have some 130 Greek witnesses, roughly one-
tenth the number for Psalms. 

That heavy use and repeated copying have had a distorting effect on the text 
of the Psalms is vividly illustrated by the fact that Rahlfs’ Psalmi cum Odis 
includes 13 OG readings for which no textual evidence exists, and in at least 
another dozen instances his text receives only versional support. That means that 
in all of these cases the entire or virtually entire textual tradition became corrupt. 
How many more of these exist in the Psalter is difficult to say. In Hedley’s 
opinion, Rahlfs should have used a more radical approach. In fact he maintains 
that, when it came to emending the text, Rahlfs was almost a total abstainer. This 
statement may be too sweeping and too favourably inclined toward emendation; 
yet, it is true that Rahlfs erred on the conservative side. That is to say, certainly 
more readings with scant support should have found their way into Rahlfs’ 
critical text. This will become clearer later in our discussion. By way of 
illustration here, we may refer to Ps 865 where Wevers6 has recently shown that 
mh/thr Siwn should read instead mh\ th=| Siwn in accordance with hexaplaric 
evidence. We may also note 1736d which, as we now know, is not LXX at all but 
belongs to Theodotion.7 

Further illustrative of the pervasive role of tradition is the fact that, in eight 
Psalms, Rahlfs bracketed items ranging anywhere from a single word (651) to an 
entire stich (2414, 7021, 118104, 1468) to two stichs (1720) to four stichs (13417) to 
as many as eight stichs (133). To Rahlfs these items are accretions of tradition 
and, strictly speaking, have no place in the OG text. In a further 34 instances, 
Rahlfs relegated entire stichs to his apparatus because he could clearly identify 
their respective source. In addition, there are the multitudinous references in the 
apparatus which pinpoint additional deposits of tradition. 

                                                
6J. W. Wevers, “Psalm 87 and its ‘Sitz im Leben,’ ” TAik 3 (1977), 274–282.  
7See e.g. M. Caloz, Étude sur la LXX origénienne du Psautier, OBO 19; Fribourg/ 
Göttingen 1978), 55. 
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Rahlfs used an essentially two-pronged approach in an effort to strip away the 
layers of tradition and thus to uncover the pristine text of the Psalter. On the one 
hand, he had his eye firmly focused on the Hebrew text and, on the other hand, he 
traced the inner-Greek path the variant traveled. As a result, and in spite of his 
rules, he often chose as OG readings which have a distinctly Hebraizing or 
hexaplaric complexion. A couple of examples will illustrate. 

 
47(48)10 naou= GaHi (plus Lat. mss 27 156 188) = MT] laou= rel. (incl. 2110)8 
 
If one were to apply Rahlfs’ “older/younger” rule to this example, laou= would 
have to be OG, particularly since it is now also supported by 2110. But instead, 
Rahlfs opts for naou=, and he did so for presumably two reasons: 1) naou= equals 
MT, and 2) one can readily see the inner-Greek path from naou= to laou=. 
Palaeographically, the two words are very similar and to read of receiving divine 
mercy “among your people” makes at least as much sense as “in your shrine.” On 
the other hand, positing laou= as OG and naou= as secondary would mean not only 
that naou= must be Origen’s correction to the Hebrew but also that the Vorlage of 
OG must have read “people” rather than “shrine” since the two words are quite 
distinct in Hebrew and a confusion of them cannot, therefore, be attributed to the 
translator. To be sure, one side of this argument would pose no serious problems, 
namely, that naou= be regarded as a correction to the Hebrew by Origen. This 
entails, however, both that laou= would have to be original and that its Hebrew 
Vorlage would have been at variance with MT. The question is whether such a 
conclusion is warranted, when inner-Greek corruption of naou= to laou= can 
readily put matters in proper perspective. Rahlfs rightly thought it was not. 

A second example has a somewhat different complexion: 
 

58(59)12 laou= mou GaHi (plus Lat. ms 156) = MT] no/mou sou B'’ R'’ L' Su 55 
2110; o0nomato/j sou Sa SySc 1219 

 
In this instance, Rahlfs’ “older/younger” rule would presumably take no/mou sou 
as OG. While it is true that, of the “older” groups, only LE and WE support it, 
one might argue that Sa+ is a corruption of no/mou; and such a conclusion gains 
support from the fact that the two members of UE, Sa and 2110, are split. In any 
event, Rahlfs again opts for a reading which looks distinctly Hebraizing. In 
general terms his reasons are no doubt the same as before, namely, 1) laou= mou 
equals MT and 2) its variants can easily be explained on the basis of inner-Greek 
corruption. The particulars of this corruption are, however, quite different. Rather 
than palaeographic similarity, the driving force here is influence from other 
passages. For no/mou sou Rahlfs notes Ps 11861 109 153, all of which speak of 
forgetting God’s law, and for o0nomato/j  

                                                
8 Throughout my paper citations are taken from Rahlfs Psalmi cum Odis, but since my reason for 
the citation is the uncertainty of the critical text I have taken the liberty to add accents for both 
lemma and variant throughout.  
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sou he refers to Ps 4321. The impetus for such influence may well be that both 
“your law” and “your name” make better sense in the context of 5812 than “my 
people.” In spite of the seemingly hexaplaric character of laou= mou Rahlfs 
selects it as OG, again deeming it unwarranted to posit a Hebrew text at variance 
with MT, when a simpler, more natural explanation is at hand. 

These examples illustrate two particular ways in which inner-Greek 
corruption arose, namely, palaeographical confusion and intrusion from 
elsewhere in the Psalter. These two do not, of course, by any means exhaust the 
list of possibilities. In actual fact, distortion has many faces, but there is little 
point in attempting to compile a catalogue of them. The approach one takes to 
them all remains the same. Both equivalence to the Hebrew and transparency of 
inner-Greek corruption are of central importance. When the two go hand-in-hand 
for a set of readings, the OG text almost certainly coincides with the Hebrew. 

Many more examples could be cited from Psalmi cum Odis, all 
demonstrating that Rahlfs was quite prepared to suspend the guidelines he had 
formulated and, instead, to tackle the particulars of the problem at hand. It is in 
such examples, rather than in his rules, that we see Rahlfs at his best, and it is this 
aspect of Rahlfs’ work on which we can continue to build, especially when new 
finds of ancient texts assist us in lifting the veil of tradition. 

The greatest find since Psalmi cum Odis was published is P. Bodmer XXIV 
(Rahlfs 2110), a manuscript of the 3rd/4th century AD. (or earlier)9 containing 
approximately Ps 1745–11844, and a member of Rahlfs’ Upper Egyptian text 
group.10 Though published more than 20 years ago, to date no serious textual 
analysis of this manuscript has appeared. The present essay is intended to make a 
beginning. For the convenience of the reader, evidence additional to Rahlfs will 
be italicized in textual citations.11 

 
1. Lexical variants 

 
20(21)3 yuxh=j B'’ R' Aug Ga A] kardi/aj 2110-Sa LaG Uulg L'’ 1219' = MT  
68(69)21 yuxh/ B’ R' L'’ 1219'] kardi/a  S 2110-Sa LaGAug Ga Hemg = MT 
 
Apart from these two questionable instances, the translator deviates only four 
times from his standard equation of bbl/bl - kardi/a, and all of these are for 
idiomatic/semantic reasons. In 36(35)2 ybl brqb (sic) is rendered by e0n e9autw~|; 
ybl zl(yw in 28(27)7 is translated by kai\ a0ne/qalen h9 sa/rc mou; in similar vein in 
69(68)33 the translator chose yuxh/ for bbl in the phrase zh/setai h9 yuxh\ u9mw~n;  

                                                
9D. Barthélemy in collaboration with C. H. Roberts has dated the manuscript to the 2nd century; 
therefore, pre-Origen. See his “Le Psautier grec et le papyrus Bodmer XXIV,” RThPh 3rd series, 
19 (1969), 106–110. 
10R. Kasser and M. Testuz, Papyrus Bodmer XXIV. Cologny-Geneva 1967. 
11For more information on these texts see my Two Manuscripts of the Greek Psalter (AnBib 77; 
Rome 1978), 6–15. For readings of 2110 at variance with Kasser’s edition, the reader is referred 
to my “The Edited Text of P. Bodmer XXIV,” BASP 17 (1980), 67–79. 
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and bl of 83(82)6 becomes e0n o9monoi/a| (// diaqh/khn). In the other 129 
instances, apart from the two under consideration, the translator used kardi/a. 

What we have noted above proves two things: 1) that the translator could and, 
in a few instances did, deviate from his standard equation, but 2) that he did so 
only for idiomatic/semantic reasons. For the text-critic this ought to mean that, 
unless such reasons for deviation are in evidence, the standard equivalent 
deserves preference as OG. Naturally, once the Greek text had left the hands of 
the translator and circulated in a Greek milieu, kardi/a and yuxh/ would become 
interchangeable in certain contexts. Such is apparently the case in e0piqumi/a th=j 
kardi/aj/yuxh=j of Ps 20(21)3. Within biblical literature we find it with kardi/aj 
in Rom 124, but with yuxh=j in Ps 924, Jer 224, 4 Mac 21 and Rev 1814. Not 
improbably Ps 924 was at least in part responsible for the secondary introduction 
of yuxh=j in 203. In 6821, the replacement of kardi/a by yuxh/ appears to be less a 
question of idiom (prosedo/khsen h9 kardi//a/yuxh/ does not appear elsewhere in 
biblical Greek) than of general context. It can be argued that, since v.19 mentions 
yuxh/, a scribe might easily introduce the same in v.21. Moreover, while yuxh/ 
has already occurred in vv. 2 and 11 and will recur in v.33, kardi/a does not 
appear in this Psalm apart from the verse in question. 

Since in both verses we are dealing with a virtual Hebrew-Greek stereotype 
and since in both cases inner-Greek reasons for change can he adduced, kardi/a 
is almost certainly OG—unless one posit a Hebrew Vorlage which read #pn in 
place of MT's bl, but in light of all the evidence that conclusion is scarcely 
warranted. 

 
57(58)10 katapi/etai] kataigiei=tai 2110; r(# MT 
 
In this reading 2110 stands alone against all other textual witnesses and at first 
glance one might hesitate to accept its reading as OG. That such is nonetheless 
the case can easily he demonstrated. The Hebrew root r(# (with # or s occurs 
some three dozen times in the bible, but only on two occasions, apart from 
Psalms (Isa 4024, 4116), was it rendered by kataigi/j. In six instances in Psalms 
(50(49)3, 55(54)9, 83(82)16, 107(106)25 29, 1488) r(# is translated by kataigi/j 
and Ps 5710 furnishes the only verbal form. Indeed, Psalms is the only biblical 
hook in which the Hebrew root in question is given a single Greek equivalent, 
though the converse is not quite true, since three additional Hebrew words (see 
11(10)6, 69(68)3 16, 81(80)8) are given the same Greek rendering. 

How and why kataigiei=tai became katapi/etai is not difficult to see. 
Palaeographically, the two words are very similar, at least in so-called uncial 
script. Moreover, though the sense of the verse as a whole leaves much to be 
desired in the Greek, the second stich in Rahlfs means roughly, “since he (God) 
will devour you alive as it were in his anger.” In the context of divine anger and 
live victims “to devour” fits admirably, better, to he sure, than “to storm” or “to 
sweep like a storm.” In light of the emendations Rahlfs accepted into his edition, 
there can be little doubt that he would have proposed, had the option  
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but occurred to him, the reading of 2110 even without any textual support. 
Equivalence to the Hebrew and transparency of inner-Greek corruption combine 
to point the way to OG. In addition we may note that, if kataigiei=tai were to be 
regarded as a Hebraizing correction rather than OG, we would have to posit that 
the corrector hit upon a Hebrew-Greek equation which is in harmony with Psalms 
but at variance with the rest of the LXX. A final point to be noted is that in 
Psalms katapi/nw translates (lb and only once something else (see 140(141)6). 

 
97(98)4 qew~| B Sa R'Aug Uulg Ld(sil) 1219] kuri/w| S’ LaG Ga Ld’HeBc A’ 2110 = 

MT 
 
With the added witness of 2110 all three of Rahlfs’ ancient groups are divided, 
and indeed the same is true for his O and L. Agreement with MT however, argues 
in favour of kuri/w| particularly since the reason for textual corruption is fairly 
transparent. The expression a0lala/cate tw~| qew~| has already occurred four times 
in the preceding Psalms (462, 651, 802, cf. 941), while the phrase with kuri/w| 
occurs only in 991. Furthermore, in 991 qew~| as a well attested variant arose under 
the same pressure. What probably enhanced the introduction of qew~| in 974 even 
further is the fact that to\ swth/rion tou= qeou= h9mw~n immediately precedes the 
phrase in question. 
 
103(104)18 toi=j xoirogrulli/oij B'’-2044 SaR’ GaHi; 1219 (= a / (om. toi=j s / 

e /)] t. lagwoi=j O-(teste Hi) L'Su A’ 2110 (q /); + kai\ toi=j 
lagwoi=j LaRAug Sy 2060; Mynp# MT 

 
In Septuaginta-Studien 2 p. 49 note 5, Rahlfs maintains, against Peyron (Lexicon 
Copticum), that Sahidic saracoōuš means “hedgehog” instead of “hare” and 
equals xoirogru/llioj rather than lagwo/j. In support of his equation he refers 
to Lev 116, Deut 147 and Prov 3026. However, both Crum (Coptic Dictionary 
[1939]) and Westendorf (Koptisches Handwörterbuch [1977]) perpetuate 
Peyron’s meaning, the former with a reference to pictorial representation. The 
reading of 2110, which is a congener of Sa, now tends to confirm the meaning 
assigned by Coptic lexicographers and suggests that Rahlfs may have been 
misled by the passages he cites in support of his argument. If so, Sa should now 
be cited with 2110 for lagwoi=j rather than for xoirogrulli/oij. 

In order to put matters in perspective, we must begin with the Hebrew text, Ps 
104(103)18 reads Mynp#, a word which also occurs in Lev 115, Deut 147 and Prov 
3026. Deut 147 and Prov 3026 of the LXX give the equation Np# - 
xoirogru/llioj, while Lev 115 ostensibly gives us Np# and dasu/pouj as 
equivalents. Like LXX, Aquila equated Np# with xoirogru/llioj in Deut 147 and 
Prov 3026, (plus Ps 104(103)18), but ostensibly paired it with lagwo/j in Lev 115, 
a word which in Deut 147 (in addition to his Np# - xoirogru/llioj equation) he 
used for tbnr). If we disregard LXXPs l04(l03)18 for the moment, it becomes 
clear that the Hebrew-Greek equation of both LXX and Aquila runs amok on Lev 
115 and 6. Interestingly, however, in LXXLev 116 xoirogru/llioj is given 
ostensibly as a translation for tbnr). Since Lev 115 and 6 are identical except for 
Np#/tbnr) and dasu/pouj/ xoirogru/llioj it is highly probable that the Hebrew  
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Vorlage of LXXLev 115 and 6 had the two verses in reverse order from MT. If 
this is correct, we can conclude that both the LXX (Lev 115/6, Deut 147, Prov 
3026) and Aquila (Lev 115/6, Deut 147, Ps 104(l03)18) paired Np# with 
xoirogru/llioj. For tbnr), however, the LXX chose dasu/pouj (Lev 115/6, 
Deut 147) while Aquila opted for lagwo/j (Lev 115/6, Deut 147). Because Aquila 
followed the MT order of Lev 115 and 6, in subsequent tradition his reading of 
lagwo/n (= tbnr) v.6) was wrongly noted as a corrective to dasu/poda (= LXX 
v.5). Instead it should have been given for xoirogru/llion of LXX v.6. Evidence 
from Symmachus and Theodotion on our problem is extant only for the Psalms 
reference.  

We are now in a position to interpret the textual evidence in Ps 10318. If 
xoirogrulli/oij is OG, as Rahlfs concluded, how are we to explain lagwoi=j? 
Since the word is not employed elsewhere in the LXX and since the equation Np# 
- lagwo/j is known only from Theodotion (in the passage under discussion), 
while it is contradicted by both LXX elsewhere and Aquila, it is not convincing 
to posit a Hebraizing correction. In any case, a hexaplaric correction is scarcely 
feasible since GaHi support Rahlfs’ lemma. One might conceivably argue that 
Jerome’s note that the true LXX (= Origen’s fifth column) had lagwoi=j means 
that this represents Origen’s correction instead of GaHi. But both the reason for 
and the source of such a correction would remain problematic. Could Origen 
plausibly argue that Np# should be rendered by lagwo/j when all evidence 
except Theodotion contradicted such a conclusion? On the other hand, when we 
posit lagwoi=j as OG all pieces of our puzzle fall into place. Origen changed 
lagwoi=j to xoirogrulli/oij because, in light of his evidence from LXX 
(elsewhere), Aquila, Symmachus and Quinta, he regarded this the correct 
rendering of the Hebrew. Theodotion, on the other hand, was content, as he often 
was, to retain the reading of LXX in our passage. 

 
2. Grammatical variants 

a. Singular/plural substantives 

35(36)9 th=j trufh=j B'’ SaL R L' A'’ uoluptatis UulgAug] uoluntatis LaG Ga; 
tw~n trufw~n 2013-2110-SaB SyTh = MT; deliciarum LaR 

 
If Rahlfs’ lemma is indeed OG, the plural should presumably be regarded as a 
Hebraizing correction, since it can hardly be labeled a stylistic improvement. But 
if on the question of number Ga represents Origen’s text, Origen was not 
responsible for introducing it. Elsewhere in Psalms trufh/ occurs only in 
138(139)11 where ynd(b is derived from Nd( and translated accordingly in the 
singular. In the LXX corpus as a whole trufh/ occurs a total of 27 times, 25 of 
which are in the singular, three of them (Gen 4920, Micah 29, Jer 28(51)34) against 
a plural in MT. Consequently, one can plausibly argue that the weight of general 
LXX usage helped introduce a singular in Ps 359. It is not  
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improbable that the well-known para/deisoj th=j trufh=j of the early chapters 
of Genesis (cf. especially Gen 323–24) exerted a special influence. Since the verse 
speaks of humans feasting on the fat of God’s house and being given to drink 
from the brook of his delight, a scribe’s thought about Eden might easily be 
triggered. In addition, it should be noted that the parallel phrase in stich 1, tou= 
oi1kou sou, is singular and might be expected to exert some influence on stich 2. 
 
68(69)11 o0neidismo/n] -mou/j 2110 L'’(non He*) = MT 
 
In light of Rahlfs’ guidelines for determining the text of OG as well as his 
generally low regard for L, it is no surprise that he opted for the singular as his 
lemma. On the face of it, a Hebraizing correction in our verse is feasible even 
though Ga cannot be cited in support of a hexaplaric correction. One might 
conclude that, in this case, L reflects what Origen did to his text, but now L is 
supported by 2110. On the whole, the translator’s rule was to translate Hebrew 
singulars as singulars and plurals as plurals. Thus for o0neido/j and o0neidismo/j, 
both of which are used to render hprx, in 18 of 20 occurrences their number 
corresponds to the Hebrew. In the remaining two cases, 68(69)11 and 73(74)22, a 
well supported variant reads with MT. As Rahlfs notes, apart from 6811 
o0neidismo/j occurs in vv. 8, 10, 20 and 21. In all of these, with the exception of 
v.10, the singular is used. What happened in transmission is, therefore, 
reasonably clear. The singular, which occurs three times elsewhere in this Psalm 
and outnumbers the plural circa 6 to 1 in Psalms, ousted the plural in 6811. 

In addition, one should note that the fasting which gives rise to reproach, of 
which the verse speaks, presumably refers to a single, specific occurrence. Hence 
“reproaches” might readily become “reproach.” In a similar vein, in 7322 we 
should probably read the singular with MT and supported by L’ 55, even though 
2110 and 2149 now side with Rahlfs’ choice and the plural is rare in the Psalter. 
It may well he that the plural arose under influence of o(/lhn th\n h9me/ran which 
suggests repeated reproaches. 

 
87(88)10 oi9 o0fqalmoi/ mou h0sqe/nhsan] o9 o0fqalmo/j mou h0sqe/nhsen 2110 = MT 
 
Even though only 2110 testifies to the singular construction, there is good reason 
to believe that this manuscript has uniquely preserved OG. As noted above, the 
translator of Psalms usually transmits Hebrew number intact. This is true as well 
for Ny(, a word which appears 66 times in the Psalter. Hebrew duals are rendered 
by Greek plurals and, in the majority of cases in which the Hebrew text reads a 
singular, a singular appears in Greek. MT has 11 instances of the singular, but 
some of the forms are ambiguous in an unpointed text. Thus yny( is read and 
translated as a singular in 68, 31(30)10, 54(53)9 and 92(91)12 since in all of these 
cases it governs a singular verb which served as the translator’s clue. However, in 
32(31)8 and 116(114)8 it is construed as a plural object since the translator found 
no clue in his text. On the other hand, Ny( is unambiguous and causes him no 
problems: 17(16)8, 94(93)9. On two  
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occasions, however, the Hebrew and Greek texts fail to correspond, but in both of 
these it is quite apparent what happened. In 33(32)18 hwhy Ny( is rendered by a 
plural, and the reason for this is dittography of yod. The second passage is more 
interesting. In 35(34)19 Ny( wcrqy is translated by dianeu/ontej o0fqalmoi=j. Since 
Crq “to nip, pinch” (BDB) occurs only here in Psalms, it is possible that the 
translator was unsure about its meaning. However, the presence of Ny( would 
serve as a semantic clue. Nonetheless, his perception of the precise nature of the 
act apparently differed from that of the Hebrew psalmist. While the Hebrew is 
interpreted to mean “to wink” (with malicious intent [cf. Prov 613, l010]), the 
translator views the act as something one does with both eyes, hence perhaps “to 
blink).” It is interesting to note in passing that the qere/ketib contrast in Prov 613 
suggests some inner-Hebrew uncertainty on this score. The verb dianeu/w of Ps 
34(35)19, as well as e0nneu/w which the translator of Proverbs employed, covers a 
wide variety of sign language (cf. e.g. Lk 122 and 62). 

Needless to say, we cannot exclude with absolute certainty the possibility that 
the reading of 2110 in Ps 87(88)10 is a Hebraizing correction, but a study of how 
the translator handled the dual and singular of Ny( suggests otherwise. Not only 
would repeated occurrence of the plural in the Psalter as well as common usage 
exert sufficient influence to change the text of our passage, but the sense of 8710a 
would enhance such replacement (“my eye became ill/weak because of poverty”). 
The same sort of pressure produced a plural variant in 93(94)9 supported by B' R. 
The difference between the two passages is that in 8710, all but one witness went 
astray, while in 939 the majority (including 2110) stayed on track (cf. to\ ou]j in 
9a). 

 
98(99)7 ta\ prosta/gmata a(/ B’ R'] to\ -ma o(/ S Ga 2110 = MT (minus o(/); ta -

mata au0tou= a(/ Sa-2032 LaGAug L'’ A'’ 
 
As we will see shortly, the present passage is a classic illustration of how a study 
of translation patterns can give the text-critic his Archimedean point over against 
the manuscripts. To begin with, the addition of au0tou= in some witnesses is 
clearly attributable to influence from ta\ martu/ria au0tou= in the preceding stich. 
On the question of plural versus singular, all the evidence is stacked against S Ga 
2110. Because of Ga’s support for the singular, one might be inclined to assume 
that the singular was introduced by Origen and hence must be secondary, but 
once again we can see how careful the translator was, as a rule, in retaining 
Hebrew number. qx occurs 30 times in the Psalter, 24 times in the plural and six 
times (27, 81(80)5, 94(93)20, 99(98)7, 105(104)10, 1486) in the singular. hqx 
occurs three times, all of them in the plural (18(17)23, 89(88)32, 119(118)16). In all 
plural instances of both nouns, the translator selects dikai/wma as his equivalent 
and in every single instance the word is plural. However, in five of the six cases 
of the singular, he chooses pro/stagma, consistently in the singular. In fact the 
plural never occurs in Psalms. The sixth instance is in the passage under 
discussion where all witnesses support pro/stagma, but all except S Ga 2110 
read a plural. In  
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light of what we have learned, we can safely conclude that, if the translator’s 
Hebrew Vorlage had read a plural noun in place of MT’s singular, he would have 
chosen dikaiw/mata, not prosta/gmata. The reason for prosta/gmata in the 
majority of witnesses is not hard to find. Since the word in question was 
construed (versus MT) as part of a compound object, e0fu/lasson ta\ martu/ria 
au0tou= kai\ to\ pro/stagma, the first member of which is plural, the second was 
made to follow suit. Next, typologically, came the repetition of au0tou=. 

 
105(106)9 a0bu/ssw|] -soij 2110-Sa Ga Sy Aug = MT 
 
As in the preceding three cases, the text-critical question here concerns the 
singular-plural distinction. Which is the reading of OG? Rahlfs opted for the 
singular (versus MT), presumably because two of his ancient groups, LE and 
WE, read it, although not all members of WE do. Moreover, Ga with some 
support reads with the Hebrew; hence the latter might easily be dismissed as a 
Hebraizing correction from the hand of Origen. The witness of 2110 significantly 
changes the support for the plural, since it is now clear that the UE reading is 
indeed the plural, a conclusion one might be hesitant to draw on the basis of 
versional support alone. (Neither U nor 2013 is extant here.) 

When one investigates how the translator treated Hebrew Mwht, the picture 
changes to an even greater extent. In the Psalter Mwht occurs 12 times, four times 
in the singular and eight times in the plural. All four instances of the singular are 
rendered by the singular (36(35)7, 42(41)8bis, 104(103)6), and six of the eight 
cases of the plural are translated by plurals (33(32)7, 71(70)20, 77(76)17, 
107(106)26, 135(134)6, 1487). The remaining two are 78(77)15 and 105(106)9. 
What happened in 78(77)15 is transparent. Hebrew hbr twmhtb is parsed as noun 
plus adjective (unlike modern translations), and since hbr is singular, twmht is 
translated likewise: w(j e0n a0bu/ssw| pollh=|. No doubt the translator took his cue 
from 36(35)7 where he had translated hbr Mwht by a1bussoj pollh/. Therefore, 
78(77)15 is not an exception to his singular/plural equation. That leaves only 
105(106)9. In light of our evidence, there can be little doubt that the UE text, 
flanked by Ga and other scattered support, has preserved the text of OG. Both in 
the light of new evidence and on the basis of translational pattern, Rahlfs’ choice 
can no longer be defended. Why the singular arose in this verse (presumably at an 
early stage) is not entirely clear but, in all probability, is due to the following 
phrase: kai\ w(dh/ghsen au0tou\j e0n a0bu/ssoij w(j e0n e0rh/mw| 

 
b. Variants in case 

21(22)24 (fobhqh/twsan) au0to/n] a0p’ au0tou= 1093-2110-U L'’ 1219’ Cairo 
44823 = MT 

 
Since two new witnesses, 2110 and Cairo 44823, a parchment of unknown date, 
have now been added, the question of what is OG needs to be reopened. The 
Hebrew verb in this verse, rwgIII (“to be afraid”), occurs only here and in 33(32)8, 
and in both cases it governs a complement introduced by Nm.  
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In 33(32)8 Nm is represented (a0p’ au0tou= ... saleuqh/twsan) but in Rahlfs’ text of 
22(21)24 it is not. Rahlfs’ choice becomes questionable when one examines not 
simply OG’s representation of Nm rwg but also Nm )ry, since fobe/omai, is, in fact, 
the standard equivalent for )ry. This phrase occurs six times in Psalms (37, 
27(26])1, 33(32)8, 65(64)9, 91(90)5, 112(111)7) and in four of these Nm is duly 
translated by a0po/. Twice the translator avoids the Nm - a0po/ equation since the 
parallel construction in the next stich employs a0po/: 27(26)1 ti/na fobhqh/somai 
// a0po\ ti/noj deilia/sw and 33(32)8 fobhqh/tw to\n ku/rion // a0p’ au0tou= ... 
saleuqh/twsan. In the latter case, however, one might argue that Nm is 
represented by articulation. On the other hand, on 35 occasions when the Hebrew 
text employs )ry without a Nm complement, the translator construes fobe/omai 
with an object in the accusative. (For the translator’s corresponding rendering of 
dxp and Nm dxp contrast 14(13)5 and 53(52)6 with 27(26)1 and 119(118)161.) The 
reason for the replacement of OG a0p’ au0tou= by au0to/n is not far to seek. Not 
only is fobe/omai + acc. the standard construction in the Psalms but it also occurs 
in the first such of 21(22)24.12 
 
c. Verbs 

21(22)9 qe/lei] e0qe/lhsen 2110-SaL Z R; Cpx MT 
 
As Rahlfs indicates in the Prolegomena to his edition (p. 18), he made use of two 
Sahidic manuscripts, SaL dated to circa 600 and SaB a Berlin manuscript which he 
himself edited and dated some two centuries earlier. Though the former reads a 
verb in the first perfect (afouaš(f)) and the latter was reconstructed by Rahlfs to 
read the same, he ignored this evidence for his critical apparatus, one surmises 
because it was supported only by a daughter version. 2110 now shows that the 
reading of Sa is more important than Rahlfs thought. However, as is clear from 
Worrell13 the UE text family is divided against itself, with 2110-SaLZR reading a 
past tense and U-1221-SaF reading a present tense with the rest of the evidence. 
This variation in tense may or may not be related to a variant Rahlfs does cite, 
namely, the replacement of o(/ti (= Hebrew yk) by ei0 (Bo U’-1221 Lpau), which 
Rahlfs traces to the influence of Mt 2743. Hedley considered Rahlfs’ conclusion 
unjustified and suggested instead that Matthew’s reading may well have been a 
current LXX variant. However, since Mt 2743 is a very free citation of our verse 
and since ei0 fits the Matthean context while o(/ti does so only with difficulty, it 
seems justified to attribute the variant to the author of the Gospel. The UE 
evidence on ei0 versus o(/ti must remain uncertain. All Sahidic witnesses read ešje, 
irrespective of the tense of the following verb. Though this word means properly 
“if,” one hesitates to cite it as unambiguous support for ei0, since it may be 
nothing more than a contextual rendering of OG o(/ti by the Sahidic  

                                                
12For tw~| versus tou= Dauid in 25(26)1, 27(25)1, 36(37)1 see my “David in the Greek Psalms,” 
VT 30 (1980), 213–26.  
13W. H. Worrell, The Coptic Manuscripts in the Freer Collection, New York 1923. 
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translator. On the side of the Greek UE witnesses, the picture is no more clear. 
2110 can he reconstructed to read either o(/ti or ei0, U has e which presumably 
equals ei0, and 1221 has oi, which may be a mistake for either o(/ti or ei0. 

In the Psalter, the Hebrew perfect is typically rendered by the Greek aorist. 
Exceptions are usually contextually conditioned. Hence if Cpx in our verse is 
construed as a perfect 3rd sg verb, one expects a Greek aorist. This expectation is 
enhanced by the context, since the initial verb in the verse, to which Cpx is 
chiastically related, is so construed. Elsewhere in Psalms, the translator read Cpx 
as a finite verb and accordingly translated it with an aorist: 18(17)20, 109(108)17, 
1153(11311), 135(134)6. The only exception is 112(111)1 where, due to a future 
context, it is translated by a future. A close parallel to our verse is 17(18)20 
r9usetai/ me, o(/ti h0qe/lhse/n me, since here too the causal clause immediately 
follows a verb with future reference. 

That the aorist verb of 2110 is secondary is not impossible, since a scribe 
could have adjusted it to h1lpisen, but that it is a Hebraizing correction is entirely 
improbable. More likely than either is that the translator rendered Cpx by an 
aorist. Under influence of Mt 2745, which understandably makes being rescued a 
demonstration of divine good pleasure, the verb was changed to the present and 
o(/ti altered to ei0. The influence of the Gospel may, therefore, have been more 
extensive than even Rahlfs surmised. If our conclusion is correct, 2110 should be 
restored to read hqe]lhsen (contra Kasser), since elsewhere in Psalms this verb is 
consistently augmented with eta. 

 
34(35)8 au0toi=j … ginw/skousin … e1kruyan … au0tou\j … pesou=ntai B'’ SaL-

1221 R'’ 1219’] omnia uerba in sing. 2110vid-2113-SaB Ga L'’Th = MT 
 
Though 2110 has not been preserved for the first and third item, it is quite clear 
which tradition it follows. As Rahlfs notes in the apparatus, A reads the first three 
items in the plural but the remaining two in the singular. Given his guidelines for 
establishing OG, it is easy to see why he reached the conclusion he did. In light 
of available evidence, he would have concluded that virtually all members of his 
so-called ancient groups, UE LE WE, support the plural; hence OG must be 
plural. With the discovery of 2110 and 2113, both Bodmer texts of no later than 
the fourth century, the textual picture has changed dramatically. Rahlfs could 
justifiably argue that since Ga supports the singular (which equals MT), Origen 
must have been responsible for a series of Hebraizing corrections. The additional 
evidence of our two papyri does not make this conclusion impossible but does 
render it unlikely. When one notes that the preceding seven verses of our Psalm 
depict an altercation between the psalmist and his opponents (plural) and that, 
consequently, all references to these are plural (see every verse except v.3), it is 
perfectly obvious what happened in v.8, where MT suddenly switches to the 
singular. Of further interest is that, subsequent to v.8, in both Hebrew and Greek 
texts, the plural is continued for the remainder of the Psalm. What Rahlfs prints 
in 21(22)8 is, therefore, a harmonized text, a text adjusted in transmission to its  
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context, in the witnesses Rahlfs cites in support of his lemma, that process of 
harmonization reached completion, while A reflects a stage along the way. 
 
44(45)18 mnhsqh/sontai B'’ 2013’ R'’ Uulg He* A’ et Orig. ] -somai Ga L'’ Th 

2110 = MT 
 
Certainly without the evidence of 2110, the 1st sg verb looks like a clear-cut 
correction originating with Origen (even though, according to Rahlfs’ evidence, 
he himself did not use this text). But is such a conclusion correct? As we will see, 
it certainly is not necessary. 2110, the only member of the UE family to support 
the 1st sg, forces us to reopen the question regarding the OG text. Is it perhaps 
feasible to reverse Rahlfs’ conclusion and regard mnhsqh/somai as OG and 
mnhsqh/sontai as a secondary, purely inner-Greek development? We believe that 
we can indeed see how the latter arose. Ps 45(44), it may be recalled, is a Royal 
Wedding Song (so e.g. Weiser), and near the end of the song, v. 17a, the birth of 
sons is predicted for the young king and his consort: “Instead of your fathers shall 
be (wyhy) your sons” (RSV). As an interesting aside we may note that, for some 
reason, the Greek translator misconstrues this prediction, making it instead a 
statement about the past: a0nti\ tw~n pate/rwn sou e0genh/qhsa/n soi ui9oi/. In both 
texts, however, 17b is read as referring to the future: “You (the king) shall 
appoint them (the sons who will be born) as rulers over the entire land/earth.” 
Then comes verse 18. In MT this closing verse of the song is spoken by the 
psalmist, the court singer, about himself: “I (the psalmist) will cause your (the 
king’s) name to be celebrated in all generations; therefore the peoples will praise 
you for ever and ever” (RSV). In Rahlfs’ text, on the other hand, v.18, rather than 
telling the reader what the psalmist will do, continues the thought of 17 and 
relates instead how the sons will act: “They (the sons) will remember your name 
generation upon generation; therefore peoples will confess you for ever and for 
ever and ever” (mnhsqh&sontai tou~ o)no&mato&j sou e0n pa&sh| genea~| kai\ genea~|: 
dia_ tou~to laoi\ e0comologh&sontai/ soi ei0j to_n ai0w~na kai\ ei0j to_n ai0w~na tou~ 
ai0w~noj). It is easy to see how such a continuation from v.17 might be made, 
especially since v. 18 itself speaks of the distant future, seemingly long after the 
life-time of the poet. Moreover, v.18 might easily be understood as referring to 
the believing community in future ages who would faithfully continue to 
proclaim God’s name and thereby advance his universal kingdom. Indeed, the 
stage for this kind of interpretation was set by the translator himself. That he 
already equated the king of this Psalm with God is virtually assured by v. 16 
where “the palace of the king” (Klm lkyh) becomes nao\j basile/wj “the 
sanctuary of the king.” (Is this understanding perhaps also responsible for the 
curious translation in l7a of wyhy by e0genh/qhsan even though all other verbs in 
the context are future?) 

Complete certainty about the OG text in 4418 is beyond reach. Nevertheless, 
since, on the one hand, mnhsqh/somai equals a known Hebrew text and, on the 
other hand, mnhsqh/sontai can be accounted for via an inner-Greek route, the 
former is likely to be OG. It might be objected that the same kind  
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of reading of the verse we have posited as having produced a 3rd pl verb could 
have happened in a Hebrew environment, and, if Rahlfs’ text is accepted, this 
presumably did occur. The question is, however, whether, in view of the total 
picture of the evidence, we have sufficient warrant for creating a text at variance 
with MT. 

 
48(49)15 poimai/nei B 2013’ La] poimanei= S’ R 1098-Ga L'’ A'’ 2110 2136; 

(M)(ry MT 
 
Presumably, the case now under discussion falls under Rahlfs’ second rule: when 
the so-called older text groups (HE LE WE) disagree among themselves the 
reading which equals MT is selected as OG. One can see at a glance that his three 
ancient text groups are indeed divided; in LE B disagrees with S and in WE La is 
pitted against R. However, while for Rahlfs UE (2013’) was wholly in support of 
his lemma, such is now no longer the case. As for the second part of the rule—it 
is difficult to see how one could count poimai/nei as being equal to MT. Applying 
Rahlfs’ third rule produces similar incongruities. According to that rule, when the 
older text groups disagree with MT while the younger agree, the reading of the 
latter is dismissed as a Hebraizing correction. Since the older groups cannot be 
said to disagree with MT, neither rule can explain Rahlfs’ choice. Additional 
information now, suggests that 48(49)15 be re-examined. The problem at hand 
needs to he approached from two angles: 1) which reading can be said to reflect 
the Hebrew, and 2) which reading is more easily explained as a secondary 
development? 

When one examines the difficult problem of Hebrew-Greek aspect-tense 
equation, one can at least arrive at some rules of thumb, one of which may be 
invoked here: When for a Hebrew imperfect Greek gives a choice between future 
and present, the future is likely to be OG. Applied to our verse, this means that 
poimanei= is the better choice as OG. When we ask which reading is more easily 
explained as secondary, the answer is not immediately obvious. The first two 
stichs of Rahlfs’ lemma run as follows: “As sheep they were placed in Hades, 
Death shepherds them; / and in the morning (or at dawn) the upright will rule 
over them” (w(j pro&bata e0n a(/|dh| e1qento qa&natoj poimai/nei au)tou&j kai\ 
katakurieu&sousin au)tw~n oi9 eu)qei=j to_ prwi/). Rahlfs may have reasoned that 
poimanei= was introduced under influence of the future verb of stich 2, and this is 
possible, though to_ prwi/ suggests that the two clauses are not temporally 
coordinated. However, at least as likely is that, instead, poimai/nei arose under 
influence of the initial clause which, due to the fact that Hebrew wt# was 
(characteristically) rendered by aorist e1qento, has become a statement about the 
past. Hence, if the individuals in question have already been placed in Hades, 
then now Death is shepherding them. From this perspective one can readily 
understand how (secondary) poimai/nei might replace (original) poimanei=. That 
the two words are very similar in appearance would, no doubt, tend to assist such 
replacement. 

When, in conclusion, we combine the three items we have brought to bear on 
our problem, namely, additional ancient evidence, relationship to the  
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Hebrew, and inner-Greek development, there is good reason to alter Rahlfs’ text. 
 

53(54)3 kri=non] krinei=j LThtp’ 55 2110 = MT; libera LaG et alii Latini 
 
Clearly, if one were to count noses in terms of text groups, krinei=j would not 
stand the remotest chance of being selected as OG. Nor does it stand a chance 
under any of Rahlfs’ rules. However, as we noted earlier in this essay. Rahlfs did 
not make rules into laws and often adopted readings with questionable profiles, 
provided he could see not only proximity to the Hebrew but also a reason for the 
appearance of the majority reading. The support of 2110 for the reading which 
equals the Hebrew leads us to wonder whether krinei=j is perhaps such a reading. 

We may begin by noting that the translator was very conscientious in 
rendering Hebrew imperatives. In the first 40 Greek Psalms, 178 imperatives 
(2nd person) occur and 177 of these translate a Hebrew imperative. The one 
exception is 20(19)10 where Hebrew preformative yod was read as a waw and, 
accordingly, translated by kai/. Even if 100% consistency may not have been 
maintained throughout the Psalter, the care of the translator is nonetheless 
obvious. If Rahlfs is correct and since confusion in the Hebrew appears unlikely, 
we would need to posit a Hebrew text different from MT But does the evidence 
point us in that direction? Once again, a much simpler and more natural picture 
can be painted. The variant must be placed in context: 
 

9O qeo/j, e0n tw~| o0no/mati/ sou sw~son me 
 Kai\ e0n th=| duna/mei sou kri=no/n me 

 
It is obvious at a glance that the parallel clause in 3a features an imperative, 
which translates a Hebrew imperative. That 3b would at some point in 
transmission history be harmonized with 3a should not occasion surprise. Of 
further relevance is that both stichs of v.4 read a 2nd sg imperative as well (again 
reflecting the Hebrew). In a context such as this, one might well marvel at the 
fact that any witnesses have retained the OG.14 

 

3. Proper nouns 

77(78)60 Shlwm] Shlw S 2110, Silo Ga = MT 
 
One can appreciate Rahlfs’ predicament. Shlwm is supported by the vast 
majority of witnesses and Shlw, while being equal to the Hebrew, has a 
hexaplaric aura about it. The textual picture in our verse is, however, not 
significantly different from 6728 where Rahlfs decided in favour of Nefqali 
against  

                                                
14On the question of singular versus plural verb in 71(72)3 see my “The Greek Psalter: a 
Question of Methodology and Syntax,” VT 25 (1975), 60–69. Our papyrus supports the plural 
verb, which equals OG. 
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great odds: Nefqali B Uulg] -l(e)im S’ Sa LaGAug Ga L' 1219’ 2110; -lin Rs'. In 
actual fact, now with the addition of 2110, in both cases against Rahlfs’ lemma, 
the textual support in 6728 has been weakened for the reading of OG, while in 
7760 it has been strengthened. But it is doubtful that in the case of proper nouns 
one should be swayed by which or how many witnesses support a reading, unless 
it is undeniably hexaplaric. The chief focus should be on the form of the Hebrew 
name—it is of interest to note, in connection with the present variant, that, 
throughout Joshua, Rahlfs adopted Shlw as original against well attested 
variants in -n and especially -m. In 1 Reigns, on the other hand, he prints Shlw in 
the first two instances (13, 9), but from there on he opts for Shlwm (124, 214, 321, 
43 4 12, 143). In Judges Rahlfs prints Shlwm for the B text in 1831 but Shlw in 
2112 19, while for the A text he gives Shlw in the first instance but Shlwm in the 
remaining two. But since the Greek of Judges is very problematic, there are 
perhaps good reasons for inconsistency. In Jeremiah Ziegler sides consistently 
with Shlw (712 14, 336 9), even though it is a minority reading. 

In Ps 7760 there can be little doubt that Shlw is the reading of OG. It is quite 
obvious that, throughout the LXX, the variant in -m was exceedingly popular, 
with a form in -n (and -q) often being attested as well. Nowhere, however, was 
Shlwm able to eclipse completely the true reading of OG. For other names in the 
Greek Psalter which ended in a vowel and were lengthened in transmission see 
Manassh (599, 1079), Swba (592) and Salmana (8212). 
 

4. Transpositions 

90(91)6 diaporeuome/nou / e0n sko/tei B' R'’ Ga A’ 2043 2048 2062] tr, L'’ 1219 
2020 2105 2106 2110 = MT 

 
There can be no doubt that the support for Rahlfs’ lemma is impressive, and since 
Rahlfs’ edition appeared, it has been increased by a 7th/8th century parchment. 
Nonetheless, the alternative reading has gained even more in support since, in 
addition to 2110, two relatively early texts (4th to 6th centuries) have joined its 
ranks. The question about the reading of OG must be reopened. Inherent in 
Rahlfs’ choice are a number of problems. If he is correct the secondary 
transposition is rather difficult to explain. One can, of course, posit Hebraizing 
influence, but unless L'’ is here the sole witness to the Hexapla, Origen was 
apparently not responsible for it. Again, if Rahlfs is correct, we need to posit that 
the translator’s Hebrew Vorlage differed from our present Hebrew text, since he 
followed the word order of his source closely. Naturally, his Hebrew may have 
differed from ours, but the question is whether such a conclusion is warranted. 
Actually, Rahlfs’ lemma is easily explained as a secondary development. When 
one compares 906a revised, a)po_ pra&gmatoj e0n sko&tei diaporeuome/nou with 
the two stichs preceding and the one following, one notices that, throughout, the 
causal a0po/ phrases have the  
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structure noun + adjective, all of them accurately reflecting the Hebrew. V.6a (= 
MT) is clearly the only exception. Consequently, during the process of 
transmission it was brought into line with its context, thereby producing 
uniformity. 
 
116(117)2 to\ e1leoj au0tou= / e0f’ h9ma=j S L' 1219 Grohmann 129] tr. R'’ Ga Sy A’  

2110 = MT 
 
With MS B not extant at this point and the Coptic versions untrustworthy on 
questions of word order, Rahlfs must have found himself in a quandary. He 
decides the way he does, presumably, because the transposition supported by Ga 
may he traceable to Origen. Even though Origen was primarily interested in 
quantitative differences between Hebrew and Greek and chose his signs for these, 
there is no denying that, from time to time, he altered word order. Consequently, 
he may have done so here; and if he changed the text, his correction seemingly 
made its way into a considerable variety of traditions. On the other hand, it is on 
balance more likely that the translator followed the order of the Hebrew but that, 
subsequently, his text was changed to read e0krataiw&qh to_ e1leoj au)tou~ e0f’ 
h(ma~j in an effort to place verb and subject in contiguous position. Since the 
translator followed Hebrew word order religiously, Rahlfs’ reading necessitates 
that one posit an order different from MT in the Vorlage, but textual evidence 
does not warrant such a conclusion. 
 

5. Omissions and additions 

a. Articulation 

The question of articulation in the Psalms tends to be a real quagmire for the 
text-critic. As is the case with other kinds of variants, 2110 both adds and 
subtracts. That is to say, there are over 50 instances in which 2110 introduces 
articulation which, on formal grounds, must he said to be at variance with our 
present Hebrew text; an even larger number (over 60) exists in which 2110 equals 
MT against Rahlfs. On the basis of the rule lectio brevior praeferenda est many 
in the latter category should probably be deemed readings of OG, but to prove 
this, in most cases, is not an easy matter. Similarly, Greek usage would, in many 
instances, tend to introduce articulation. Here we single out certain eases for 
which reasonably strong proof can be mustered. 
 
1) With ku/rioj 
 
18(19)8  (o9 no/moj) tou= (kuriou=) B' R] om. L' A’ 2110vid 
26(27)4 (th\n terpno/thta) tou= (kuriou=) B' U R] om. L' A’ 2030 2110 2150vid  
36(37)20 (oi9 … e0xqroi\) tou= (kuriou=)] om. 20l3-2110 2046 2064 
 
In all three cases, additional manuscript evidence, all of it 4th century, supports 
what one can also observe in the rest of the Psalter, namely, that when hwhy 
stands in a bound construction (with the exception of bound participles) the 
translator rarely, if ever, articulated kuri/ou. In Rahlfs' text we  
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find 75 unarticulated instances, 60 of which are uncontested, and 12 articulated 
instances, only four of which are uncontested (32(33)4, 102(103)17, 105(106)2, 
106(107)43). It is quite obvious, however, that articulation was frequently 
introduced secondarily; 2110 gives five examples of this (351, 459, 479, 10419, 
10525). 
 
24(25)15 (pro\j) to\n (ku/rion)] om. 2110;  hwhy l) MT 
 
In spite of the fact that 2110 is unique in omitting the article, there is good reason 
to regard to/n as secondary. As one might expect, hwhy l) is translated in a 
variety of ways, both with prepositions other than pro/j and by a direct 
accusative. When, however, pro/j is used, ku/rion is never articulated: 35, 
21(22)28, 106(l07)6 13 19 28, 122(123)2, 141(142)2bis. Judging from the widespread 
nature of the article, articulation must have been introduced at an early stage of 
transmission and may perhaps have been influenced by to\n ku/rion of v.12. 
 
2) With proper nouns 
 
With respect to articulation of names, one can formulate the following rule or 
guideline: preposed elements in the Hebrew (article, preposition, so-called nota 
accusativi) will be represented in the Greek, either by a preposition or 
articulation. Exceptions are few and readily accounted for. So, for example, in 
88(89)4 w!mosa Dauid tw~| dou&lw| mou represents yt(b#n ydb( dwdl. To have 
written the article twice or to have written it only before Dauid would, from a 
stylistic point of view, have been infelicitous (cf. further on this 73(74)14, 
77(78)70, 87(88)1, 88(89)1, 143(144)10). The rule, however, works in one 
direction only. That is to say, not every article in the Greek can be assumed to 
have a counterpart in the Hebrew. At times an article may serve to clarify the 
syntax, for example, to\n Iakwb e0cele/cato e9autw~| o9 ku/rioj in 1344 where the 
article, without equivalent in the Hebrew, immediately tells the reader what 
syntactic role Iakwb is meant to play. In other cases, the use of the article is less 
clear. So, for instance, “Idumaea” is consistently articulated and “Judaea” 
likewise, with one exception (1132 but see S), while “Egypt” is never articulated. 
In order to obtain significant text-critical leverage, one needs to examine the 
pattern of articulation with the individual name in question. 
 
93(94)7 (o9 qeo\j) tou= (Iakwb)] om. 2110; bq(y yhl) MT 
 
At first glance it appears well-nigh foolhardy to suggest that 2110 has uniquely 
preserved the text of OG. Yet when one examines the 35 occurrences of “Jacob” 
in the Greek Psalter, one discovers that, apart from 1344 which we discussed 
above and 97(98)3 where “Jacob” is absent from the Hebrew, articulation is 
present only when triggered by the Hebrew text: 58(59)14, 78(79)7, 104(105)10, 
1478 (19). In 78(77)71 wm( bq(yb is rendered by Iakwb to\n lao\n au0tou= in 
accordance with the stylistic consideration to which we called attention above. 
The particular phrase in question, “the God of  
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Jacob,” occurs 13 times in Psalms, but only in 93(94)7 is “Jacob” articulated—if 
Rahlfs is correct. Since Rahlfs’ evidence was homogeneous, it was logical for 
him to print as OG what he did. However, 2110 has now given us yet another 
glimpse behind the thick veil of tradition and shown us what the OG really was. 
 
105(106)16 Mwush=n B R 55] pr. to\n S L' A' 2100 2110; h#ml MT  

Aarwn B R He 55] pr. to\n S L' A'  2110; Nrh)l MT 
 
Though Rahlfs calls attention to the preposed l of MT, he prints his lemma 
without articles, presumably because most of his “old” evidence lacks 
articulation. However, on the basis of our rule, we would expect the Hebrew 
preposition to be represented by a discrete element in Greek. An exact parallel to 
our verse is to\n Shwn …  to\n Wg in 134(135)11 and 135(136)19–20 where MT 
reads the same preposition. Moreover, articulation in 105(106)16 is now 
suggested by additional, early evidence. “Aaron” occurs nine times in Psalms and 
nowhere else is articulation used by the translator, since the Hebrew text gave 
him no occasion. “Moses” appears five times without articulation but twice 
articulated (89(90)1, 102(103)7), since the Hebrew text reads l. The pattern of 
articulation with “Moses” is especially interesting because it is fully inflected for 
case, thereby making the article dispensable. In 10516, no doubt this fact plus the 
modifier of “Aaron” enhanced the omission of both articles. 
 
3) With infinitives 
 
That the translator regularly translated Hebrew l + infinitive by an articular 
infinitive, almost always in the genitive, is well known to any one acquainted 
with Greek Psalms, Of the 137 instances we have counted, approximately 71% or 
104 are represented in Rahlfs’ text by articular infinitives. Of the remaining 33 
cases, six can be accounted for by the translator’s habit of not representing the 
second preposition when the statements are coordinated by kai/. So, for example, 
25(26)7 reads too tou~ a)kou~sai fwnh_n ai0ne/sewj / kai\ dihgh&sasqai pa&nta ta_ 
qauma&sia& sou even though Hebrew has a preposition with both infinitives. For 
this pattern see further 26(27)4, 35(36)3, 91(92)2, 104(105)22, 105(106)27. The 
same pattern may be observed in 45(46)3 where, however, Hebrew b+ infin. is 
first rendered by e0n tw~| + infin. but without either of these in the next stich. As an 
example with participles one may refer to 118(119)157, even though MT equals 
zero in both cases. With infinitives, one can contrast the pattern we have noted 
with cases in which the infinitive clauses are in apposition and not joined by kai/, 
for example, 36(37)14 e0ne/teinan to&con au)tw~n tou~ katabalei=n ptwxo_n kai\ 
pe/nhta tou~ sfa&cai tou_j eu)qei=j th~| kardi/a|. See further 104(105)25, as well as 
105(106)5 for a string of three infinitives. 

In 22 cases our present manuscript evidence shows unanimity in lacking 
articulation even though MT reads l. Though it is possible that in some of these 
the translator’s Vorlage differed from MT, we nevertheless have to conclude  
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that he did not always choose to represent Hebrew l. What his reasons were is 
difficult to know. One may be tempted to invoke stylistic or grammatical 
considerations. For instance, one might argue that, in 77(78)19 with du/namai he 
would scarcely articulate the complementary infinitive. Yet, in 39(40)13 he did 
precisely that, because the Hebrew used l. (We have found only nine other 
occurrences of this barbarism in the entire LXX corpus.) Similarly, it is laudable 
that in 35(36)4 he should write ou)k e0boulh&qh sunie/nai tou~ a)gaqu~nai, rather 
than articulating both infinitives. And again, one might hardly expect him to 
articulate the infinitive in indirect statement of 118(119)4: su_ e0netei/lw ta_j 
e0ntola&j sou fula&casqai. All of such considerations may well have played a 
role, but when all is said and done, we must still conclude that our translator was 
not entirely consistent. 

There are five instances in which manuscript evidence is divided on the 
question under discussion. In all of them MT reads l. 

 
32(33)19 r9u/sasqai] pr. tou= 2110vid-U  
49(50)4 diakri=nai B' 1219] pr. tou= R L' A’ 2110 
103(104)21 a9pa/sai B' R 55 2110] pr. tou= L' A' 
l18(119)57 fula/casqai] pr. tou= L' 1219 
139(140)5 u9poskeli/sai B' He A 2104] pr. tou= R L' 1219’ 
 
In both 3219 and 10321, it may be observed, the infinitives in question are initial 
members of coordinate pairs. Therefore, one would expect them to be articulated, 
while the coordinate infinitive in each case is inarticular. The reading of 2110 in 
3219, though reconstructed, is assured. In 10321 (as in 7610, 775 7 17), it departs 
from what is evidently the reading of OG. In 1395 and especially 11857 the 
relevant clause might readily be read as indirect statement and thus enhance the 
omission of the article. Finally, the article in 494 deserves to be reckoned as OG 
purely on the strength of the evidence supporting it. 

 

b. Conjunctions 

1) kai/ 
 
Judging from the fact that kai/ or its versional equivalent appears in Rahlfs’ 
apparatus in excess of 275 times, considerable confusion obviously arose once 
the text had left the hands of the translator. Because of its equation with Hebrew 
w, the Psalter as translated already featured multitudinous lines commencing with 
kai/. When this book was subsequently copied by thousands of scribes in many 
locations in the course of hundreds of years, it is little wonder not only that 
confusion became rampant but also that the ubiquitous particle was on the 
increase. Our new manuscript itself illustrates this well. Of the 23 instances in 
which it disagrees with both Rahlfs and MT, 19 are plusses and four are minuses. 
This state of affairs demands from the text-critic that he pay close attention to the 
lectio brevior, especially when supported by ancient witness. MS 2110 is such a 
witness. On 19 occasions, all  
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but one minuses vis-à-vis Rahlfs, it has a text closer to MT than Rahlfs’ lemma. 
That all of these are OG would be too bold an assertion, but that some of these 
are is bound to be correct. We note here briefly a few examples: 

 
42(43)5 o9 qeo/j B'’ Sa Aug] pr. kai/ rel. MT (Ga sub *) 
 
We have assumed that the present reading of 2110, kj8, derives from kai/, but 
whether or not this is true is not crucial for our argument. Rahlfs’ reference to 
4112, where (virtually) the same line corresponds to an identical line of Hebrew, 
seems to suggest that the omission of kai/ in our verse may be due to its absence 
there. However, in 4112 precisely the same problem obtains, i.e., some witnesses 
lack kai/ (Rahlfs) but the majority reads it. (In both verses it is marked with an 
asterisk, which means that Origen did not find it in his Greek text.) That these 
lines influenced each other is entirely likely, but what this means is not obvious. 
If one posits that in both verses OG read kai/(= MT), one might argue plausibly 
that, since the line is easily read as a nominal clause, the resultant omission of kai/ 
in one would enhance omission in the other. Secondary addition of kai/ seems 
unlikely in the context, unless one resort to Hebraizing influence, but for that kai/ 
is exceedingly widespread. Indeed, there seems little justification in either verse 
for positing either a Vorlage different from MT or that the translator somehow 
misread or misconstrued his Hebrew text. 
 
68(69)30 kai/ 2º B'’ LaGAug] om. RS' Ga L'’ 55 2110 = MT  
77(78)57 kai/ 3º B'’ Sa L' 2149] om. R'’ Ga TSy 55 2110 = MT  
77(78)57 kai/ ult. B' La Ga 2149] om. R UulgAug L'’ 55 2110 = MT  
87(88)17 kai/ 2149] om. L'’ A*' 2110  = MT  
105(106)16 kai/ 2º B' R'’] om. GaAug L'’ A’ 2110 = MT 
 
In all of the above cases, when one makes due allowance for textual accretion and 
weight of evidence, one comes to the conclusion that OG probably equals MT. 
 
2) de/ 
 
This conjunction appears 29 times in Rahlfs’ apparatus. In 2110 it was added 
once against Rahlfs and MT (1152(11611)). Three times, however, 2110 shows a 
shorter text than Rahlfs, in agreement with MT. 
 
36(37)29 de/] om. S 2013’-1093-2110 La = MT  
36(37)33 de/] om. 2013-2110 LaG = MT  
59(60)14 de/ B' 55] om. R'’ Ga L'’ 1219 2110 = MT 
 
Not only is the textual evidence for the omission considerable in all three 
instances, but it is also easy to see why in all three contexts an adversative was 
added to the text. 
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3) ga/r  
 
88(89)6 kai/ B'’ R'’ 55] + ga/r 2110-Sa Ga L'’ A'; P) MT 
 
One suspects that Rahlfs interpreted ga/r as a Hebraizing addition by Origen, 
since Ga supports it. The support, however, goes well beyond Ga (and L'’), 
especially with the addition of 2110. Apart from 88(89)6 P) was translated five 
times by kai/ but nine times by kai\ ga/r. To the latter group should be added ou0 
ga/r of 118(119)3 and ou0de\ ga/r of 134(135)17. Consequently, the odds are better 
than two to one in favour of kai\ ga/r in our verse. Furthermore, since reading 
stich 2 in strict coordination with stich 1 would favour the omission of ga/r, it 
seems well-nigh certain that kai\ ga/r is OG. 
 
c. Possessives 

Of the 11 instances in which 2110 agrees with MT against Rahlfs, at least two 
merit serious consideration as readings of OG. 
 
48(49)12 au0tw~n ult.] om. 1098(non Ga) LThp 2110 = MT 
 
Since Origen obelized items in his Greek text which had no counterpart in the 
Hebrew, the evidence of 1098 should mean that au0tw~n was not in his text. The 
addition of skhnw/mata) au0tw~n in stich 2 was made virtually inevitable by (oi9 
ta/foi) au0tw~n (oi0ki/ai) au0tw~n of stich 1. Consequently, it is most unlikely that 
OG read au0tw~n. 
 
77(78)60 au0tou= B'’ Sa La Ga He* 55 2149] om. R L'’-1046 2110 = MT 
 
That, with reference to the sanctuary at Shiloh, “a tent” should become “his tent” 
is not surprising. It is precisely the kind of accretion one expects in transmission. 
 

d. Other omissions and additions 

1) ku/rie 
 
An understandably popular addition in a liturgical text is the vocative ku/rie. Of 
the 97 variants to Rahlfs’ lemma, 59 are additions and 38 are omissions. At first 
glance the latter number seems surprisingly high; however, 21 of them are 
omissions that equal MT, seven supported by 2110. That all seven are corrections 
to or accidental agreements with the Hebrew seems rather unlikely in light of the 
direction in which the Psalter text was moving. Three, we believe, are best 
explained as readings of OG. 
 
87(88)3 B’  Sa R A] om. S GaAug L'’ 1219’ 2110 = MT  
93(94)19 B'’ Sa R'’] om. Ga L'’ A'’ 2110 = MT 
118(119)7 S’ R'’ A’] om. 2110-Sa Ga L'’ 1219 = MT 
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2) Miscellaneous 
 
34(35)25 eu]ge 2º] om. 2013-2110vid-Sa = MT 
 
Even though the reading of 2110 is part of a reconstruction, it is assured. Rahlfs 
indicated doubt about the reading of Sa, presumably because SaB is not extant at 
this point and SaL reads a single kalōs. However, when one examines the other 
verses which feature this expression, 34(35)21, 39(40)16, 69(70)4, one notes that 
Sa (SaL plus SaF [Worrell]) there reads in each case a double interjection. 
Consequently, there is good reason to believe that in our verse Sa agrees with the 
other witnesses of UE. That the single eu]ge of UE is due to haplography or is a 
Hebraizing correction is possible. Much more probable is, however, that, like 
MT, OG featured a single interjection. Subsequently, under direct influence from 
3421 and possibly also from 3916 and 694, all of which reflect the double 
interjection of MT, 3425 was expanded. 
 
45(49)10 zh/setai] + e1ti  Ga(*) Sy 2110 = MT 

  o(/ti B'’ 2013’ 1220 R'’1098 Ac’] om. Ga L'’A* 2110 = MT 
 
The seemingly meagre evidence for the plus tends to make one hesitate to suggest 
that this reading may well be OG. Yet, there is good reason to believe that this is 
the case. In order to see the full importance of both variants, it is necessary to 
look at the entire verse as it would have been with e1ti but without o(/ti: kai\ 
e0ko&pasen ei0j to_n ai0w~na kai\ zh&setai e1ti ei0j te/loj, / ou)k o!yetai 
katafqora&n o(/tan i1dh| sofou_j a)poqnh&|skontaj, “And he toiled for ever and 
shall still/yet live to the end; he shall not see corruption whenever he sees wise 
men die.” Two things are immediately clear, namely, that the text reads better 
without e1ti, but with o(/ti. Though e1ti duly reflects Hebrew dw(, in the Greek 
context this particle impedes the sense and, consequently, it is easy to see why, 
seemingly at an early stage of transmission, it dropped out of the text. Origen 
apparently no longer found it in his Greek text. Secondly, we may note that, 
forging a causal link between the second and third clause can be seen as a logical 
development, since o(/ti explains how it is that the person envisaged will continue 
to survive, while he sees wise men die around him. Though one might consider 
ending v.10 with a question mark rather than Rahlfs’ period, the sense of the 
verse would not be altered. Since both the elimination of e1ti and the introduction 
of o(/ti make so much sense, it is highly probable that we have in 2110 the reading 
of OG. That e1ti should have the little support it does is quite intelligible in view 
of its intrusive sense. Evidently it was excised at an early stage in the 
transmission. 
 
104(105)28 kai\ 2º B’ Sa R'’ 55] + ou0 S GaAugvar Tht’-(Sytxt ou0,  Symg ou(~ 2110 =   

MT 
 
As in the preceding instance, there is here good reason to argue in favour of the 
lectio difficilior. Since Ga sides with MT, Rahlfs probably inferred a Hebraizing 
correction on the part of Origen. The witness of 2110 calls such an interpretation 
into question. Once again, in order to understand what transpired  
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in this verse in the process of transmission, we need to examine its meaning. 
Rahlfs’ text reads: e0cape/steilen sko&toj kai\ e0sko&tasen kai\ parepi/kranan 
tou_j lo&gouj au)tou~, which one might translate: “He sent darkness, and it grew 
dark, and they embittered his words.” We begin by noting that Hebrew hrm (“to 
be contentious, refractory, rebellious”) is translated here as elsewhere in Psalms 
(10x) by parapikrai/nw (“to embitter, provoke”) as though the verbal form in 
MT derived from rrm (“to be bitter”). As a result, parapikrai/nw became 
endowed with a double meaning, though this fusion of hrm and rrm predates 
Psalms. Secondly, we note that negating the third verb, as MT does, creates 
problems of sense, but precisely for that reason ought to be taken seriously as the 
text of OG. Its omission is readily accounted for. Thirdly, it should be noted that 
the negation of the third verb in 2110 is part of a larger picture in that manuscript. 
Thus, 2110 also adds au0tou/j after e0sko&tasen (thereby making it transitive and 
making “God” its subject) and reads parepi/kranen in place of the plural, the 
singular also being supported by S Ga 1219. Both the additional pronoun and the 
singular verb are, however, against MT. Evidently, 2110 represents an attempt at 
exegesis, and the shift from plural to singular verb seems to be an attempt at 
coming to terms with the second stich in the presence of ou0. Presumably, it would 
then mean: “He (God) did not speak bitter words.” Whatever the precise line of 
development, the elimination of original ou0 was virtually a foregone conclusion. 
 
104(105)33 pa=n] om. S GaHi 2110 = MT 
 
 This is yet another variant which must be approached along interpretational 
lines. The evidence of GaHi ought to mean that pa=n was not present in Origen’s 
Greek text. The further question, in spite of the slender evidence, is whether it 
was ever part of the OG text. An explanation for the addition lies too clearly in 
the logic of the verse to be mistaken for an original reading. Since the first stich 
states that God smote the vines and fig trees of the Egyptians, would one not 
expect that the second such would continue “and he broke every tree of their 
territory”? Hebrew C( should no doubt have been read as a collective but the 
translator, unhappily, opts for a singular (contrast 73(74)6, 1489), thus producing 
a line which invited the expansion we now see in the majority of witnesses.15 
 

In this survey we have attempted to do two things. First, we have attempted 
to convince the reader of the great importance of Papyrus Bodmer XXIV for our 
continuing endeavour to uncover the Old Greek text of Psalms. No manuscript 
can be correctly placed text-historically until this primary task has been 
accomplished. Second, we have attempted to demonstrate that the text-critic 
needs to avail himself of a wide variety of ways in  

                                                
15Some additional OG readings supported by 2110 are discussed in Two Manuscripts, ch. 4.  
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his effort to strip away the deposits of tradition accumulated over many centuries. 
Vital in this quest to reach the Old Greek text is the two-pronged approach which, 
we noted, Rahlfs employed: on the one hand, to establish equivalence to the 
Hebrew and, on the other, to plot the path of inner-Greek corruption. Rahlfs made 
an excellent beginning but it is our task to walk in his footsteps and thus to 
advance beyond him. The Bodmer papyrus has helped us underscore that 
corruption in the Greek Psalms is extensive and that the Old Greek text of the 
Psalter is more closely related to our current Hebrew text than Rahlfs’ Psalmi 
cum Odis leads us to believe. 
 


